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Autium

About us
Autium is a jewellery company that has evolved from precious metals inventions, watch
making and production of jewellery alloys to various watch, jewellery and electronics
companies globally. They have a portfolio of patented materials such as 18kt black gold,
blue gold and notably their feat in creating 19kt Purple Gold. Since, they have explored the
merging of Science & Arts in the jewellery design field. Most recently won a Design Singapore
Award for Jewellery collaboration of design on the theme of “COSMIC ONE- NESS” They offer
customers an intimate experience in jewellery making and participation, with a myriad
materials and gemstones, such as Platinum & colours of gold to create custom pieces with
their customers with a their own story, their way.
Our Views on HR
FROM GOOD TO GREAT!
“We believe in growth of an individual. We also believe that the new age management is
about each person (molecule) having its own characteristics, mixing and melding into an
alchemical masterpiece. “
Our training involves soft skills, spiritual skills in a person and growth from within. Basic training
on jewellery processes etc. is available but that’s not the point.
1. Creativity, First-hand experience in materials and realisation.
2. You will not be compartmentalised. You will be trusted like a family member and
learn to grow into something else.
3. Co- creation with customers and staff. We collaborate to bring the best of our brand
values for the world.
4. transparency of how we deal with things
Student’s Feedback
Students who worked with us felt that they learnt a lot about different aspects of the jewellery
business.
Collaborations with IHLs
SUTD, NTU and NAFA also private institutes such as Raffles Design Institute are our frequent
highlights. We include them in training and for future hires.

